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Everybody’s Talking
Dog lover: J. Baines never thought he’d become known as “The 
Man That Rescues Dogs” when he moved to Thailand from his 
home in Sweden nearly two decades ago. A talented chef, he 
went to this Asian country to open a restaurant, and in doing so 
noticed the large number of stray dogs who would come looking 
for scraps. At fi rst, he fed one or two, then a few, and the next 
thing he knew, 100 dogs depended on him for food. In 2017, The 
Man That Rescues Dogs shelter was founded. A team of 25 shelter 
staff, along with volunteers, now care for hundreds of homeless 
canines. Funding comes entirely from donations.

Scary sight: On a certain downtown street in the Venezuelan 
capital of Caracas, anyone who looks up will see a scary sight. 
Hundreds of dolls’ heads peer down at passersby from the third-
fl oor balcony of a house. This curious sight, which has become 
known as the “Balcony of the Dolls,” is the creation of Etanís 
González, a visual artist and collector who owns the house. He 
and his family are dedicated to turning the building into a museum, 
and they consider the doll heads to be an art installation. González 
spent three years working on this piece, painstakingly placing each 
of the heads into position.

Song name: A village called Kongthong, in the state of Meghalaya 
in northeastern India, has a wonderful tradition. Each villager not 
only has a name, but also has a song that is their name. The practice 
is called jingrwai iawbei. At birth, mothers give their newborns a 
unique melody, which becomes their identity. If the person is far 
away, their whole tune, which is between 10 and 20 seconds long, 
is sung to call them. If they are close by, a shorter version, sort of 
like a nickname, is sung. Recently, outside interest in this tradition 
has brought more tourists, and the hiking trail to the village has 
been replaced with a road.

Standing in line: Most people sometimes must stand in line 
to get what they want, at the grocery store, the theatre, the bus 
stop, and everywhere in between. But what if you could afford to 
pay someone else to do it instead? A British man named Freddie 
Beckitt will be that stand-in. He lives in London, where there is 
no shortage of queues or wealthy folk who don’t want to stand in 
them. Beckitt charges 20 Euros an hour for his services, which he 
does on a part-time basis to supplement his income as a writer. 
Getting tickets for shows is a big reason people hire him, and he 
will do the job in all kinds of weather.

Quoteable Quotes
“Don’t quit because you are not good enough; keep going  because 
you are not good enough yet.” —Richelle E. Goodrich
“Real courage…is when you know you’re licked before you begin, 
but you begin anyway and see it through no matter what.”
—Harper Lee

What’s Happening
Feb 12 - Devon Monthly Arts Market Join us for our Pre-
Valentine Market from Noon to 4 pm at the Devon Community 
Centre.Meet our creative souls and check out unique items for any 
season, any occasion. Email ArtsDevon@gmail.com for more info.

Mar 12 -Devon Monthly Arts Market Join us for our fi rst 
Spring Market from Noon to 4 pm at the Devon Community 
Centre. Meet our creative souls and check out unique items for any 
season, any occasion.Email ArtsDevon@gmail.com for more info.

NON profi t organizations may submit events for FREE at 
www.coffee-news.ca
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Trivia
1. German epic poem fragment “Lay of Hildebrand” was written when?
2. The Gateway Arch is located in which U.S. state?
3. Jellyfish and corals belong to what phylum?
4. What year was the Odyssey Video Game released in the U.S.?
5. Disney opened Euro Disney in 1985, 1992, or 2000?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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